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 THE CITIZEN
 By James Francis Dwyer
The President of the United States 
was speaking. His audience com­
prised two thousand foreign-born men 
who had just been admitted to citizen­
ship. They listened intently, their 
faces, aglow with the light of a new-
born patriotism, upturned to the calm, 
intellectual face of the first citizen 
of the country they now claimed as 
their own.
Here and there among the newly 
made citizens were wives and children. 
The women were proud of their men. 
They looked at them from time to 
time, their faces showing pride and 
awe.
One little woman, sitting immediate­
ly in front of the President, held the 
hand of a big muscular man and 
stroked it softly. The big man was 
looking at the speaker with great blue 
eyes that were the eyes of a dreamer.
The President’s words came clear 
and distinct:
You were drawn across the 
ocean by some beckoning finger 
of hope, by some belief, by some 
vision of a new kind of justice, 
by some expectation of a better 
kind of life. You dreamed 
dreams of this country, and I 
hope you brought the dreams with 
you. A man enriches the coun­
try to which he brings dreams, 
and you who have brought them 
have enriched America.
The big man made a curious, chok­
ing noise and his wife breathed a soft 
“Hush!” The giant was strangely 
affected.
The President continued:
No doubt you have been dis­
appointed in some of us, but re­
member this, if we have grown at 
all poor in the ideal, you brought 
some of it with you. A man does 
not go out to seek the thing that 
is not in him. A man does not 
hope for the thing that he does 
not believe in, and if some of us 
have forgotten what America be­
lieved in, you at any rate im­
ported in your own hearts a re­
newal of the belief. Each of you, 
I am sure, brought a dream, a 
glorious dream, a dream worth 
more than gold or silver, and that 
is the reason that I, for one, make 
you welcome.
The big man’s eyes were fixed. His 
wife shook him gently, but he did not 
heed her. He was looking through the 
presidential rostrum, through the big 
buildings behind it, looking out over 
leagues of space to a snow-swept vil­
lage that huddled on an island in the 
Beresina, the swift-flowing tributary 
of the mighty Dnieper, an island that 
looked like a black bone stuck tight
=
in the maw of the stream.
It was in the little village on the 
Beresina that the Dream came to Ivan 
Berloff, Big Ivan of the Bridge.
The Dream came in the spring. All 
great dreams come in the spring, and 
the Spring Maiden who brought Big 
Ivan’s Dream was more than ordinar
ily beautiful. She swept up the 
Beresina, trailing wondrous draperies 
of vivid green. Her feet touched the 
snow-hardened ground, and armies of 
little white and blue flowers sprang 
up in her footsteps. Soft breezes es­
corted her, velvety breezes that 
carried the aromas of the far-off 
places from which they came—places 
far to the southward, like Kremen­
chug and Kerch, and more distant 
towns beyond the Black Sea whose 
people were not under the sway of the 
Great Czar.
The father of Big Ivan, who had 
fought under Prince Menshikoy at 
Alma fifty-five years before, hobbled 
out to see the sunbeams eat up the 
snow hummocks that hid in the shady 
places, and he told his son it was the 
most wonderful spring he had ever 
seen.
“The little breezes are hot and 
sweet,” he said, sniffing hungrily, with 
his face turned toward the south. “I 
know them, Ivan! I know them! 
They have the spice odor that I sniffed 
on the winds that came to us when 
we lay in the trenches at Balaklava. 
Praise God for the warmth!”
And that day the Dream came to 
Big Ivan as he plowed. It was a 
wonderful dream. It sprang into his 
brain as he walked behind the plow, 
and for a few minutes he quivered as 
the bridge quivers when the Beresina 
sends her ice squadrons to hammer 
the arches. It made his heart pound 
mightily, and his lips and throat be­
came very dry.
Big Ivan stopped at the end of the 
furrow and tried to discover what had 
brought the Dream. Where had it 
come from? Why had it clutched him 
so suddenly? Was he the only man 
in the village to whom it had come?
Like his father, he sniffed the 
sweet-smelling breezes. He thrust his 
great hands into the sunbeams. He 
reached down and plucked one of a 
bunch of white flowers that had 
sprung up overnight. The Dream was 
born of the breezes and the sunshine 
and the spring flowers. It came from 
them, and it had sprung into his mind 
because he was young and strong. He 
knew? It couldn’t come to his father, 
or Donkov the tailor, or Poborino the 
smith. They were old and weak, and 
Ivan’s Dream was one that called for 
youth and strength.
“Ay, for youth and strength,” he 
A good many riders are bad actors.
muttered as he gripped the plow. 
“And I have it!”
That evening Big Ivan of the 
Bridge spoke to his wife, Anna, a 
little woman, who had a sweet face 
and a wealth of fair hair.
“Wife, we are going away from 
here,” he said.
‘“Where are we going, Ivan?” she 
asked.
“Where do you think, Anna?” he 
said, looking down at her as she stood 
by his side.
“To Bobruisk,’ she murmured.
“No.”
“Farther?”
“Ay, a long way farther.”
Fear sprang into her soft eyes. 
Bobruisk was eight-nine versts away, 
yet Ivan said they were going farther.
“We—we are not going to Minsk?” 
she cried.
“Ay, and beyond Minsk!”
“Ivan, tell me!” “Tell me where 
we are going!”
“We are going to America.”
“To America?”
“Yes, to America!”
Big Ivan of the Bridge lifted up his 
voice when he cried out the words 
“To America,” and then a sudden fear 
sprang upon him as those words 
dashed through the little window out 
into the darkness of the village street. 
Was he mad? America was eight 
thousand versts away! It was far 
across the ocean, a place that was 
only a name to him, a place where he 
knew no one. He wondered in the 
strange little silence that followed his 
words if the crippled son of Poborino 
the smith had heard him. The cripple 
would jeer at him if the night wind 
had carried the words to his ear.
Anna remained staring at her big 
husband for a few minutes, then she 
sat down quietly at his side. There 
was a strange look in his big blue 
eyes—the look of a man to whom has 
come a vision, the look which came 
into the eyes of those shepherds of 
Judea, long, long ago.
“What is it, Ivan?” she murmured 
softly, patting his big hand. “Tell 
me.”
And Big Ivan of the Bridge, slow 
of tongue, told of the Dream. To no 
one else would he have told it. Anna 
understood. She had a way of patting 
his hands and saying soft things when 
his tongue could not find words to ex­
press his thoughts.
Ivan told how the Dream had come 
to him as he plowed. He told her 
how it had sprung upon him, a won­
derful dream born of the soft breezes, 
of the sunshine, of the sweet smell of 
the upturned sod, and of his own 
strength. “It wouldn’t come to weak 
men,” he said, baring an arm that 
showed great, snaky muscles rippling 
beneath the clear skin. “It is a dream 
that comes only to those who are 
strong and those who want—who want 
something that they haven’t got.” 
Then in a lower voice he said, “What 
is it that we want, Anna?”
The little wife looked out into the 
darkness with fear-filled eyes. There 
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were spies even there in that little 
village on the Beresina, and it was 
dangerous to say words that might 
be construed into a reflection on the 
government. But she answered Ivan. 
She stooped and whispered one word 
into his ear, and he slapped his thigh 
with his big hand.
“Ay,” he cried, “that is what we 
want! You and I and millions like 
us want it, and over there, Anna, over 
there we will get it. It is the country 
where a muzhik is as good as a prince 
of the blood!”
Anna stood up, took a small earth­
enware jar from a side shelf, dusted 
it carefully, and placed it upon the 
mantel. From a knotted cloth about 
her neck she took a ruble and dropped 
the coin into the jar. Big Ivan looked 
at her curiously.
“It is to make legs for your Dream,” 
she explained. “It is many versts to 
America, and one rides on rubles.”
“You are a good wife,” he said. “I 
was afraid that you might laugh at 
me.”
“It is a great dream,” she mur­
mured. “Come, we will go to sleep.”
The Dream maddened Ivan during 
the days that followed. It pounded 
within his brain as he followed the 
plow. It bred a discontent that made 
him hate the little village, the swift­
flowing Beresina, and the gray 
stretches that ran toward Mogilev. He 
wanted to be moving, but Anna had 
said that one rode on rubles, and 
rubles were hard to find.
And in some mysterious way the 
village became aware of the secret. 
Donkov the tailor discovered it. Don
kov lived in one half of the cottage 
occupied by Ivan and Anna, and 
Donkov had long ears. The tailor 
spread the news, and Poborino the 
smith and Yanansk the baker would 
jeer at Ivan as he passed.
“When are you going to America?” 
they would ask.
“Soon,' Ivan would answer.
“Take us with you!” they would 
cry in chorus.
“It is no place for cowards’,, Ivan 
would answer. “It is a long way, and 
only brave men can make the jour­
ney.”
“Are you brave?” the baker 
screamed one day as Ivan went by.
“I am brave enough to want lib­
erty!” cried Ivan, angrily. “I am 
brave enough to want—”
“Be careful! be careful!” inter­
rupted the smith. “A long tongue has 
given many a man a train journey 
that he never expected.”
That night Ivan and Anna counted 
the rubles in the earthenware pot. 
The giant looked down at his wife 
with a gloomy face, but she smiled 
and patted his hand.
“It is slow work,” he said.
“We must be patient,” she answered. 
“You have the Dream.”
“Ay,” he said, “I have the Dream.”
Through the hot, languorous sum­
mer time the Dream grew within the 
brain of Big Ivan. He saw visions in 
the smoky haze that hung above the 
Beresina. At times he would stand, 
hoe in hand, and look toward the 
west, the wonderful west into which 
the sun slipped down each evening 
like a coin dropped from the fingers 
of the dying day.
Autumn came, and the fretful, 
whining winds that came down from 
the north chilled the Dream. The 
winds whispered of the coming of the 
Snow King, and the river grumbled 
as it listened. Big Ivan kept out of 
the way of Poborino the smith and 
Yanansk the baker. The Dream was 
still with him, but autumn is a bad 
time for dreams.
Winter came, and the Dream weak­
ened. It was only the earthenware 
pot that kept it alive, the pot into 
which the industrious Anna put every 
coin that could be spared. Often Big 
Ivan would stare at the pot as he sat 
beside the stove. The pot was the 
umbilical cord which kept the Dream 
alive.
“You are a good woman, Anna,” 
Ivan would say again and again. “It 
was you who thought of saving the 
rubles.”
“But it was you who dreamed,” she 
would answer. “Wait for the spring, 
husband mine. Wait.’
It was strange how the spring came 
to the Beresina that year. It sprang 
upon the flanks of winter before the 
Ice King had given the order to re
treat into the fastnesses of the north. 
It swept up the river, escorted by a 
million little breezes, and housewives 
opened their windows and peered out 
with surprise upon their faces. A 
wonderful guest had come to them 
and found them unprepared.
Big Ivan of the Bridge was fixing 
a fence in the meadow on the morning 
the Spring Maiden reached the village. 
For a little while he was not aware of 
her arrival. His mind was upon his 
work, but suddenly he discovered that 
he was hot, and he took off his over­
coat. He turned to hang the coat upon 
a bush, then he sniffed the air, and a 
puzzled look came upon his face. He 
sniffed again, hurriedly, hungrily. He 
drew in great breaths of it, and his 
eyes shone with a strange light. It 
was wonderful air. It brought life to 
the Dream. It rose up within him, 
ten times more lusty than on the day 
it was born, and his limbs trembled 
as he drew in the hot, scented breezes 
that breed the Wanderlust and shorten 
the long trails of the world.
Big Ivan clutched his coat and ran 
to the little cottage. He burst through 
the door, startling Anna, who was 
busy with her housework.
“The Spring!” he cried. “The 
Spring!”
He took her arm and dragged her 
to the door. Standing together they 
sniffed the sweet breezes. In silence 
they listened to the song of the river. 
The Beresina had changed from a 
whining, fretful tune into a lilting, 
sweet song that would set the legs of 
lovers dancing. Anna pointed to a 
green bud on a bush beside the door.
“It came this minute,” she mur­
mured.
“Yes,' said Ivan; “the little fairies 
brought it there to show us that spring 
has come to stay.”
Together they turned and walked to 
the mantel. Big Ivan took up the 
earthenware pot, carried it to the 
table, and spilled its contents upon the 
well-scrubbed boards. He counted 
while Anna stood beside him, her 
fingers clutching his coarse blouse. It 
was a slow business, because Ivan’s 
big blunt fingers were not used to 
such work, but it was over at last. 
He stacked the coins into neat piles, 
then he straightened himself and 
turned to the woman at his side.
“It is enough,” he said quietly. “We 
will go at once. If it was not enough 
we would have to go because the 
Dream is upon me, and I hate this 
place.”
“As you say,” murmured Anna. 
“The wife of Littin the butcher will 
buy our chairs and our bed. I spoke 
to her yesterday.”
Poborino the smith, his crippled son, 
Yanansk the baker, Donkov the tailor, 
and a score of others were out upon 
the village street on the morning that 
Big Ivan and Anna set out. They 
were inclined to jeer at Ivan, but 
something upon the face of the giant 
made them afraid. Hand in hand the 
big man and his wife walked down the 
street, their faces turned toward 
Bobruisk, Ivan balancing upon his 
head a heavy trunk that no other man 
in the village could have lifted.
At the end of the street a stripling 
with bright eyes and yellow curls 
clutched the hand of Ivan and looked 
into his face.
“I know what is sending you,” he 
cried.
“Ay, you know,” said Ivan, looking 
into the eyes of the other.
“It came to me yesterday,” mur
mured the stripling. “I got it from 
the breezes. They are free; so are 
the birds and the little clouds and the 
river. I wish I could go.”
“Keep your dream,' said Ivan softly. 
“Nurse it, for it is the dream of a 
man.”
Anna, who was crying softly, 
touched the blouse of the boy. “At the 
back of our cottage, near the bush that 
bears the red berries, a pot is buried,” 
she said. “Dig it up and take it home 
with you, and when you have a kopeck 
drop it in. It is a good pot.”
The stripling understood. He stooped 
and kissed the hand of Anna, and Big 
Ivan patted him upon the back. They 
were brother dreamers and they 
understood each other.
Boris Lugan has sung the song of 
the versts that eat up one’s courage 
as well as the leather of one’s shoes.
Criticise us honestly How else can we improve?
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“Versts! versts! Scores and scores 
of them!
Versts! versts! A million or more 
of them!
Dust! dust! And the devils who 
play in it
Blinding us fools who forever 
must stay in it.”
Big Ivan and Anna faced the long 
versts to Bobruisk, but they were not 
afraid of the dust devils. They had 
the Dream. It made their hearts light 
and took the weary feeling from their 
feet. They were on their way. 
America was a long, long journey, but 
they had started, and every verst they 
covered lessened the number that lay 
between them and the Promised Land.
“I am glad the boy spoke to us,” 
said Anna.
“And I am glad,” said Ivan. “Some 
day he will come and eat with us in 
America.”
They came to Bobruisk. Holding 
hands, they walked into it late one 
afternoon. They were eighty-nine 
versts from the little village on the 
Beresina, but they were not afraid. 
The Dream spoke to Ivan, and his big 
hand held the hand of Anna. The rail­
way ran through Bobruisk, and that 
evening they stood and looked at the 
shining rails that went out in the 
moonlight like silver tongs reaching 
out for a low-hanging star.
And they came face to face with 
the Terror that evening, the Terror 
that had helped the spring breezes and 
the sunshine to plant the Dream in the 
brain of Big Ivan.
They were walking down a dark 
side street when they saw a score of 
men and women creep from the door 
of a squat, unpainted building. The 
little group remained on the sidewalk 
for a minute as if uncertain about the 
way they should go, then from the 
corner of the street came a cry of 
“Police!” and the twenty pedestrians 
ran in different directions.
It was no false alarm. Mounted 
police charged down the dark 
thoroughfare swinging their swords 
as they rode at the scurrying men and 
women who raced for shelter. Big 
Ivan dragged Anna into a doorway, 
and toward their hiding place ran a 
young boy who, like themselves, had 
no connection with the group and who 
merely desired to get out of harm’s 
way till the storm was over.
The boy was not quick enough to 
escape the charge. A trooper pursued 
him, overtook him before he reached 
the sidewalk, and knocked him down 
with a quick stroke given with the 
flat of his blade. His horse struck 
the boy with one of his hoofs as the 
lad stumbled on his face.
Big Ivan growled like an angry 
bear and sprang from his hiding place. 
The trooper’s horse had carried him 
onto the sidewalk, and Ivan seized the 
bridle and flung the animal on its 
haunches. The policeman leaned for­
ward to strike at the giant, but Ivan 
of the Bridge gripped the left leg of 
the horseman and tore him from his 
saddle.
The horse galloped off, leaving its 
rider lying beside the moaning boy 
who was unlucky enough to be in a 
street where a score of students were 
holding a meeting.
Anna dragged Ivan back into the 
passageway. More police were charg­
ing down the street, and their position 
was a dangerous one.
“Ivan!” she cried, “Ivan! Remember 
the Dream! America, Ivan! America! 
Come this way! Quick!”
With strong hands she dragged him 
down the passage. It opened into a 
narrow lane, and, holding each other’s 
hands, they hurried toward the place 
where they had taken lodging. From 
far off came screams and hoarse 
orders, curses and the sound of 
galloping hoofs. The Terror was 
abroad.
Big Ivan spoke softly as he entered 
the little room they had taken. “He 
had a face like the boy to whom you 
gave the lucky pot,” he said. “Did 
you notice it in the moonlight when 
the trooper struck him down?”
“Yes,” she answered, “I saw.”
They left Bobruisk next morning. 
They rode away on a great puffing, 
snorting train that terrified Anna. 
The engineer turned a stopcock as 
they were passing the engine, and 
Anna screamed while Ivan nearly 
dropped the big trunk. The engineer 
grinned, but the giant looked up at 
him and the grin faded. Ivan of the 
Bridge was startled by the rush of hot 
steam, but he was afraid of no man.
The train went roaring by little 
villages and great pasture stretches. 
The real journey had begun. They 
began to love the powerful engine. It 
was eating up the versts at a tremen­
dous rate. They looked at each other 
from time to time and smiled like two 
children.
They came to Minsk, the biggest 
town they had ever seen. They looked 
out from the car windows at the miles 
of wooden buildings, at the big church 
of St. Catherine, and the woolen mills. 
Minsk would have frightened them if 
they hadn’t had the Dream. The 
farther they went from the little 
village on the Beresina the more 
courage the Dream gave to them.
On and on went the train, the 
wheels singing the song of the road. 
Fellow travelers asked them where 
they were going. “To America,” Ivan 
would answer.
“To America?” they would cry. 
“May the little saints guide you. It 
is a long way, and you will be lonely."
“No, we shall not be lonely,” Ivan 
would say.
“Ha! you are going with friends?”
“No, we have no friends, but we 
have something that keeps us from 
being lonely.” And when Ivan would 
make that reply Anna would pat his 
hand and the questioner would wonder 
if it was a charm or a holy relic that 
the bright-eyed couple possessed.
They ran through Vilna, on through 
flat stretches of Courland to Libau, 
where they saw the sea. They sat 
and stared at it for a whole day, talk­
ing little but watching it with wide, 
wondering eyes. And they stared at 
the great ships that came rocking in 
from distant ports, their sides gray 
with the salt from the big combers 
which they had battled with.
No wonder this America of ours is 
big. We draw the brave ones from 
the old lands, the brave ones whose 
dreams are like the guiding sign that 
was given to the Israelites of old—a 
pillar of cloud by day, a pillar of fire 
by night.
The harbor master spoke to Ivan 
and Anna as they watched the rest­
less waters.
“Where are you going, children?” 
“To America,” answered Ivan.
“A long way. Three ships bound 
for America went down last month.”
“Ours will not sink,’ said Ivan.
“Why?”
“Because I know it will not.”
The harbor master looked at the 
strange blue eyes of the giant and 
spoke softly. “You have the eyes of 
a man who sees things,” he said. 
“There was a Norwegian sailor in the 
White Queen who had eyes like yours, 
and he could see death.”
“I see life!” said Ivan, boldly. “A 
free life—’
“Hush!” said the harbor master. 
“Do not speak so loud.” He walked 
swiftly away, but he dropped a ruble 
into Anna’s hand as he passed her by. 
“For luck,” he murmured. “May the 
little saints look after you on the big 
waters.”
They boarded the ship, and the 
Dream gave them a courage that sur­
prised them. There were others going 
aboard, and Ivan and Anna felt that 
those others were also persons who 
possessed dreams. Anna saw the 
dreams in their eyes. There were 
Slavs, Poles, Letts, Jews, and Livon­
ians, all bound for the land where 
dreams come true. They were a little 
afraid,—not two per cent of them had 
ever seen a ship before,—yet their 
dreams gave them courage.
The emigrant ship was dragged 
from her pier by a grunting tug and 
went floundering down the Baltic Sea. 
Night came down, and the devils who, 
according to the Esthonian fishermen, 
live in the bottom of the Baltic, got 
their shoulders under the stern of the 
ship and tried to stand her on her 
head. They whipped up white combers 
that sprang on her flanks and tried 
to crush her, and the wind played a 
devil’s lament in her rigging. Anna 
lay sick in the stuffy’s women’s 
quarters, and Ivan could not get near 
her. But he sent her messages. He 
told her not to mind the sea devils, to 
think of the Dream, the Great Dream 
that would become real in the land 
to which they were bound. Ivan of 
the Bridge grew to full stature on that 
first night out from Libau. The 
battered old craft that carried him 
slouched before the waves that swept 
Don’t come to work late—go to bed earlier.
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over her decks, but he was not afraid. 
Down amid the million and one smells 
of the steerage he induced a thin-
faced Livonian to play upon a mouth 
organ, and Big Ivan sang Paleer’s 
“Song of Freedom” in a voice that 
drowned the creaking of the old 
vessel’s timbers and made the seasick 
ones forget their sickness. They sat 
up in their berths and joined in the 
chorus, their eyes shining brightly in 
the half gloom:
“Freedom for serf and for slave, 
Freedom for all men who crave 
Their right to be free 
And who hate to bend knee 
But to Him who this right to 
them gave.”
It was well that those emigrants 
had dreams. They wanted them. The 
sea devils chased the lumbering 
steamer. They hung to her bows and 
pulled her for’ard deck under emerald-
green rollers. They clung to her stern 
and hoisted her nose till Big Ivan 
thought that he could touch the door 
of heaven by standing on her blunt 
snout. Miserable, cold, ill, and sleep­
less, the emigrants crouched in their 
quarters, and to them Ivan and the 
thin-faced Livonian sang the “Song of 
Freedom.”
The emigrant ship pounded through 
the Cattagat swung southward 
through the Skagerrack and the bleak 
North Sea. But the storm pursued 
her. The big waves snarled and bit 
at her, and the captain and the chief 
officer consulted with each other. They 
decided to run into the Thames, and 
the harried steamer nosed her way in 
and anchored off Gravesend.
An examination was made, and the 
agents decided to transship the emi­
grants. They were taken to London 
and thence by train to Liverpool, and 
Ivan and Anna sat again side by side, 
holding hands and smiling at each 
other as the third-class emigrant train 
from Euston raced down through the 
green midland counties to grimy 
Liverpool.
“You are not afraid?” Ivan would 
say to her each time she looked at 
him.
“It is a long way, but the Dream 
has given me much courage,” she 
said.
“Today I spoke to a Lett whose 
brother works in New York City,” 
said the giant. “Do you know how 
much money he earns each day?
“How much?” she questioned.
“Three rubles, and he calls the 
policemen by their first names.”
“You will earn five rubles, my Ivan,” 
she murmured. “There is no one as 
strong as you.”
Once again they were herded into 
the bowels of a big ship that steamed 
away through the fog banks of the 
Mersey out into the Irish Sea. There 
were more dreamers now, nine hun­
dred of them, and Anna and Ivan were 
more comfortable. And these new 
emigrants—English, Irish, Scotch, 
French, and German—knew much 
concerning America. Ivan was certain 
that he would earn at least three 
rubles a day. He was very strong.
On the deck he defeated all comers 
in a tug of war, and the captain of 
the ship came up to him and felt his 
muscles.
“The country that lets men like you 
get away from it is run badly,” he 
said. “Why did you leave it?”
The interpreter translated what the 
captain said, and through the inter­
preter Ivan answered.
“I had a Dream,” he said, “a Dream 
of freedom.”
“Good,” cried the captain. “Why 
should a man with muscles like yours 
have his face ground into the dust?”
The soul of Big Ivan grew during 
those days. He felt himself a man, a 
man who was born upright to speak 
his thoughts without fear.
The ship rolled into Queenstown one 
bright morning, and Ivan and his nine 
hundred steerage companions crowded 
the for’ard deck. A boy in a rowboat 
threw a line to the deck, and after it 
had been fastened to a stanchion he 
came up hand over hand. The emi­
grants watched him curiously. An 
old woman sitting in the boat pulled 
off her shoes, sat in a loop of the 
rope, and lifted her hand as a signal 
to her son on deck.
“Hey, fellers,” said the boy, “help 
me pull me muvver up. She wants 
to sell a few dozen apples, an’ they 
won’t let her up the gangway!”
Big Ivan didn’t understand the 
words, but he guessed what the boy 
wanted. He was one of a half dozen 
who gripped the rope and started to 
pull the ancient apple-woman to the 
deck.
They had her halfway up the side 
when an undersized third officer dis­
covered what they were doing. He 
called to a steward, and the steward 
sprang to obey.
“Turn a hose on her!” cried the 
officer. “Turn a hose on the old 
woman!”
The steward rushed for the hose. 
He ran with it to the side of the ship, 
with the intention of squirting the old 
woman, who was swinging in midair 
and exhorting the six men who were 
dragging her to the deck.
“Pull!’ she cried. “Sure, I’ll give 
every one of ye a rosy red apple an’ 
me blessing with it.”
The steward aimed the muzzle of 
the hose, and Big Ivan of the Bridge 
let go of the rope and sprang at him. 
The fist of the great Russian went 
out like a battering ram; it struck 
the steward between the eyes, and he 
dropped upon the deck. He lay like 
one dead, the muzzle of the hose 
wriggling from his limp hands.
The third officer and the interpreter 
rushed at Big Ivan, who stood erect, 
his hands clenched.
“Ask the big swine why he did it,” 
roared the officer.
“Because he is a coward!” cried 
Ivan. “They wouldn’t do that in 
America!”
“What does the big brute know 
about America?” cried the officer.
“Tell him I have dreamed of it,” 
shouted Ivan. “Tell him it is in my 
Dream. Tell him I will kill him if he 
turns the water upon this old woman.”
The apple seller was on deck then, 
and with the wisdom of the Celt she 
understood. She put her lean hand 
upon the great head of the Russian 
and blessed him in Gaelic. Ivan bowed 
before her, then as she offered him a 
rosy apple he led her toward Anna, a 
great Viking leading a withered old 
woman who walked with the grace of 
a duchess.
“Please don’t touch him,” she cried, 
turning to the officer. “We have been 
waiting for your ship for six hours, 
and we have only five dozen apples to 
sell. It’s a great man he is. Sure 
he’s as big as Finn MacCool.”
Someone palled the steward behind 
a ventilator and revived him by squirt­
ing him with water from the hose 
which he had tried to turn upon the 
old woman. The third officer slipped 
quietly away.
The Atlantic was kind to the ship 
that carried Ivan and Anna. Through 
sunny days they sat up on deck and 
watched the horizon. They wanted to 
be among those who would get the 
first glimpse of the wonderland.
They saw it on a morning with sun­
shine and soft winds. Standing to­
gether in the bow, they looked at the 
smear upon the horizon, and their eyes 
filled with tears. They forgot the 
long road to Bobruisk, the rocking 
journey to Libau, the mad buck jump
ing boat in whose timbers the sea 
devils of the Baltic had bored holes. 
Everything unpleasant was forgotten, 
because the Dream filled them with a 
great happiness.
The inspectors at Ellis Island were 
interested in Ivan. They walked 
around him and prodded his muscles, 
and he smiled down upon them good- 
naturedly.
“A fine animal,” said one. “Gee, 
he’s a new white hope! Ask him can 
he fight?”
An interpreter put the question, and 
Ivan nodded. “I have fought,” he 
said.
“Gee!” cried the inspector. “Ask 
him was it for purses or what?”
“For freedom,” answered Ivan. 
“For freedom to stretch my legs and 
straighten my neck!”
Ivan and Anna left the government 
ferryboat at the Battery. They started 
to walk uptown, making for the East 
Side, Ivan carrying the big trunk that 
no other man could lift.
It was a wonderful morning. The 
city was bathed in warm sunshine, 
and the well-dressed men and women 
who crowded the sidewalks made the 
two immigrants think that it was a 
festival day. Ivan and Anna stared 
at each other in amazement. They 
had never seen such dresses as those 
worn by the smiling women who 
Literature is the mortality of speech.—Willmott.
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passed them by; they had never seen 
such well-groomed men.
“It is a feast day for certain,” said 
Anna.
“They are dressed like princes and 
princesses,” murmured Ivan. “There 
are no poor here, Anna. None.”
Like two simple children they 
walked along the streets of the City 
of Wonder. What a contrast it was 
to the gray, stupid towns where the 
Terror waited to spring upon the 
cowed people. In Bobruisk, Minsk, 
Vilna, and Libau the people were 
sullen and afraid, they walked in 
dread; but in the City of Wonder be­
side the glorious Hudson every person 
seemed happy and contented.
They lost their way, but they 
walked on, looking at the wonderful 
shop windows, the roaring elevated 
trains, and the huge skyscrapers. 
Hours afterward they found them­
selves in Fifth Avenue near Thirty- 
third Street, and there a miracle hap­
pened to the two Russian immigrants. 
It was a big miracle inasmuch as it 
proved the Dream a truth, a great 
truth.
Ivan and Anna attempted to cross 
the avenue, but they became confused 
in the snarl of traffic. They dodged 
backward and forward as the stream 
of automobiles swept by them. Anna 
screamed, and in response to her 
scream a traffic policeman, resplendent 
in a new uniform, rushed to her side. 
He took the arm of Anna and flung 
up a commanding hand. The charging 
autos halted. For five blocks north 
and south they jammed on the brakes 
when the unexpected interruption oc­
curred, and Ivan gasped.
“Don’t be flurried, little woman,” 
said the cop. “Sure I can tame ’em 
by liftin’ my hand.”
Anna didn’t understand what he 
said, but she knew it was something 
nice by the manner in which his Irish 
eyes smiled down upon her. And in 
front of the waiting automobiles he 
led her with the same care that he 
would give to a duchess, while Ivan, 
carrying the big trunk, followed them, 
wondering much. Ivan’s mind went 
back to Bobruisk on the night the 
Terror was abroad.
The policeman led Anna to the side­
walk, patted Ivan good-naturedly upon 
the shoulder, and then with a sharp 
whitle unloosed the waiting stream 
of cars that had been held up so that 
two Russian immigrants could cross 
the avenue.
Big Ivan of the Bridge took the 
trunk from his head and put it on 
the ground. He reached out his arms 
and folded Anna in a great embrace. 
His eyes were wet.
“The Dream is true!” he cried. “Did 
you see, Anna? We are as good as 
they! This is the land where a muzhik 
is as good as a prince of the blood!”
The President was nearing the close 
of his address. Anna shook Ivan, and 
Ivan came out of the trance which the 
President’s words had brought upon 
him. He sat up and listened intently:
There is no evil in the world without a remedy.—Sannazaro.
We grow great by dreams. All 
big men are dreamers. They see 
things in the soft haze of a spring 
day or in the red fire of a long 
winter’s evening. Some of us 
let those great dreams die, but 
others nourish and protect them, 
nurse them through bad days 
till they bring them to the sun­
shine and light which come al­
ways to those who sincerely hope 
that their dreams will come true.
The President finished. For a 
moment he stood looking down at the 
faces turned up to him, and Big Ivan 
of the Bridge thought that the 
President smiled at him. Ivan seized 
Anna’s hand and held it tight.
“He knew of my Dream!” he cried. 
“He knew of it. Did you hear what 
he said about the dreams of a spring 
day?”
“Of course he knew,” said Anna. 
“He is the wisest man in America, 
where there are many wise men. Ivan, 
you are a citizen now.”
“And you are a citizen, Anna.”
The band started to play the na­
tional anthem, and Ivan and Anna got 
to their feet. Standing side by side, 
holding hands, they joined in with the 
others who had found after long days 
of journeying the blessed land where 
dreams come true.—Ginn & Co.
Automobiles are great things as 
long as they will run, but when they 
stop going a man doesn’t know 
whether to have the machine repaired 
or get his shoes fixed.
As some great statesman said, “In 
time of trouble, prepare for walking.” 
A man who has owned many 
machines soon becomes an optimist. 
At the same time he purchases an 
automobile he goes into a drug store 
and buys a box of foot ease.
Most owners don’t know anything 
about a car.
They know that something is wrong 
as soon as the machine won’t go.
They can’t understand why it won’t 
run when they just spent eight 
dollars for a new tail light.
It’s foolish to take your automobile 
to a garage because with a little 
practice you can ruin a car just as 
well as they can.
One guy said there were too many 
unnecessary parts to an automobile. 
He took his machine all apart and 
when he put it back together again 
he had fourteen parts left over.
He said he wasn’t going to bother 
to put them back on because they 
came from underneath the car where 
nobody would miss them.
One guy got stuck in the middle of 
the desert, and the only thing that 
saved his car from being ruined was 
the fact that he was fifty miles from 
a garage.
By John P. Medbury,
In the New York Journal.
Here and There
Bill Morrill of Greenville, who was 
working in Mr. Fairbanks’ crew at 
Pittston was suddenly taken ill Aug. 
2. He was hurriedly taken to Green­
ville for treatment.
Maxy Pelky, son of Henry Pelky, is 
now located in New York City and 
employed by the New York Telephone 
Co. Maxy has previously worked 
with his father at Chesuncook Dam 
and several other points in the Spruce 
Wood territory.
Capt. Alex Gunn was recently given 
the Master Mason Degree at Green­
ville. He was accompanied on the 
trip to Greenville by Ansel Smith of 
Chesuncook.
Mr. Austin Harmon’s family, who 
have been spending some weeks with 
Mr. Harmon at Pittston returned to 
their home in Machias the first of 
August. Their stay at Pittston was 
cut short by the illness of Austin, 
Jr. * * *
It is very gratifying to find the 
flag flying in the woods of Northern 
Maine at many places. This was es­
pecially true and to see them placed 
at half mast when the news of Presi­
dent Harding’s death was learned. 
This received most favorable com­
ment by some strangers to our points.
NO ONE NEEDS A
GUIDE TO BANGOR
Harper’s Magazine has the follow­
ing story concerning Bangor:
A motorist and his wife traveling 
over a familiar road came to a sign 
pointing to Bangor. The reversed 
arrow pointed to Monroe. “That sign 
is exactly reversed,” said the driver 
to his wife. “Bangor is the other 
way.” “I guess the sign is more apt 
to be right than you, Fred,” answered 
his wife, with a conjugal emphasis. 
“Go right in and inquire at that 
farmhouse.” Fred obeyed and the 
farmer answered: “Yes, that sign 
ought to be over on this side of the 
road, but when we tried to set it, we 
struck a ledge, so we stuck her over 
there.” “But,” remonstrated Fred, 
“it makes the directions the wrong 
way around.” “I know it does,” said 
the farmer, “but anybody knows 
enough to git to Bangor.”
Mr. Newlywed—Would you like to 
have me go shopping with you, my 
dear?
Mrs. Newlywed—-There isn’t any 
real need, but I’d love to have your 
company.—Rome II Travase.
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GOV. BAXTER AND PARTY AT CHESUNCOOK HOUSE.
Gov. Baxter at Chesuncook
Governor Baxter is said to be the 
only Governor of Maine to make the 
Allagash canoe trip, while in office. 
The newspapers some time ago an­
nounced the proposed trip of the 
Governor and his party; and also the 
return when the trip was over, but 
there was no mention of one im­
portant event in the story. That was 
the visit at Chesuncook. This little 
village composed of twenty-five or 
thirty houses lies at the head of 
Chesuncook Lake, which must be 
passed in the Allagash trip. Here 
Governor Baxter and his party spent 
one night, entertained in the fine little 
hotel owned and managed by Mr. 
Ansel Smith, a long-time resident of 
Chesuncook.
Of course everybody wanted to 
meet his Excellency, but how could 
it be managed was the question. 
Finally it was decided and Mr. M. S. 
Hill, Superintendent of the Depart­
ment of Social Service for the Great 
Northern Paper Company was dele­
gated to ask the Governor to meet 
the people and speak to them at the 
GOV. BAXTER AND PARTY LEAVING CHESUNCOOK.
Enthusiasm is the fervor of reason.—Hugo.
community hall. The response to this 
request was hearty and cheerful. The 
Governor declared that they should
have anything that they wanted. 
When the time came everybody in 
Chesuncook was there. Mr. Ernest 
Hill led in the singing of some of the 
old songs, the school children sang 
for his Excellency and then Mr. Hill 
sang several of his delightful songs.
The Governor was presented to the 
gathering by Mr. M. S. Hill, who 
spoke for the people of Chesuncook 
and also for the Great Northern 
Paper Company which is interested in 
helping the village of Chesuncook. In 
his own clear, easy way Mr. Baxter 
told of his love of nature, his desire 
to be a good Governor, and of his 
determination to know more of the 
great State of Maine, all of which 
took him from his desk to travel over 
the length and breadth of the state. 
He told them that he was interested 
in their school, and was pleased to 
find that they maintained a full 
thirty-six weeks year. He pointed 
out the fundamental value of educa­
tion in our community, state and 
national life, and spoke directly to 
the children about making the most 
of their opportunities. Another fea­
ture of the community was naturally 
suggested to the speaker for a splen­
did little church is in process of 
erection there. The Governor pointed 
out to them the need for loyalty and 
co-operation in strengthening the 
community life through the aid of the 
church.
Commissioner Parsons, who was 
one of the Governor’s party was in­
troduced and spoke about the great 
asset of the State in her fish and 
game. He told them that he saw an 
improvement in the protection of the 
fish and game, and urged greater 
efforts in the future. Mr. Chadborn, 
the Governor’s secretary, was also in­
troduced and spoke briefly.
The people of this little village, far 
away in the woods, are always glad 
to welcome visitors, but they were 
especially glad to see Governor 
Baxter and to hear him speak and to 
shake his hand. They will long re­
member his visit and will wish him 
well in his future undertakings 
heartier good will than ever before.
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Ninth Annual Field Day
of the Northern Club
Field Day has come and gone once 
more. The get-to-gether day of the 
Northern Club for 1923 was one of 
the best in the history of the organiz­
ation. Everybody said so. The rainy 
weather on Wednesday threatened a 
dreary time for Thursday, but by 
the time most of the guests were 
Teady to start out on Thursday morn­
ing the clouds began to break and be­
fore noon a brilliant sunshine and a 
refreshing breeze from the northwest 
assured a delightful day.
More than three hundred people 
gathered at Camp Benson from the 
office at Bangor, from the farms up 
river, from the camps and from the 
drives. They were not strangers to 
each other and to Field Day because 
they gathered from far distances. 
They have all been at the Field Day 
before, and they are mostly old
FIFTY YARD DASH FOR LADIES.
BALL GAME.
acquaintances. Field Day brings these 
old friends together for a little while. 
The eager hand shake and the hearty 
“Well, how are you, Jim?” shows to 
an observer from the outside the 
value of the event as a social occasion.
The following item clipped from 
the Bangor Daily News, gives a brief 
story of the day.
The ninth annual field day of the 
Northern Club, composed of employes 
of the Great Northern Paper Co., was 
held at Camp Benson, Thursday, with 
300 members of the club and their 
families in attendance, the outing 
being one of the most enjoyable in 
the history of the organization.
The party left Bangor Thursday 
forenoon and returned at a late hour 
in the night, after a day of real 
pleasure, which started with a bounti­
ful chicken dinner served by the ladies 
of Newport churches. Field sports, 
ball games, swimming and informal
Years teach us more than books,—Auerbach.
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MILLER’S ORCHESTRA.
and Harold L. Miller was chosen 
treasurer. Mr. Barker, who has been 
acting as vice president during the 
past year, succeeds L. G. White as 
head of the organization.
A group picture was taken after 
dinner by a Portland photographer 
and snaps of the different contests 
were taken by the social service de­
partment under the direction of M. S. 
Hill, superintendent of the depart­
ment, who was present all day and 
assisted in every way possible to 
make the day a success.
Music was furnished during the 
dinner and supper by Miller’s eight 
piece orchestra and after a short pro­
gram in the evening the same organ­
ization played for dancing in the 
pavilion.
THE SPORTS
A summary of the winners and 
prizes in the various events follows:
100 yard dash—Clarence Sargent, 
shaving set; Forest Comber, necktie.
50 yard dash (women)—Eleanor 
Murray of Hampden, gold pen; 
Elizabeth Harkness, Veazie, scissors, 
water sports were features of the 
day, and were warmly contested. 
Clarence Sargent and Forest Comber 
of Bangor were the stars in the 
events for men and, Elizabeth Hark­
ness was the high point winner in the 
events for women.
The visitors were welcomed to New­
port by State Senator Byron G. Crox- 
ford, on behalf of the chamber of 
commerce, the members of the party 
who gathered in the casino giving 
the senator a cordial reception.
Community singing of familiar 
songs was led by J. Francis McNich- 
ols of Augusta, after which Mr. and 
Mrs. J. E. Hill gave a vocal duet and 
Ralph Mills gave French dialect read­
ings.
At a brief business meeting Ira W. 
Barker was elected president of the 
club for the ensuing year and Ross C. 
Danforth was elected vice president. 
Daniel J. Leen was elected secretary POTATO RACE.
He lives long that lives well.—Fuller.
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President Harding’s passing calls 
to attention some Presidential his­
torical facts. Twenty-six different 
men up to the seating of President 
Coolidge have filled this high office. 
Only two ex-Presidents are living— 
William H. Taft and Woodrow Wil­
son. Six of the twenty-six have died 
in office. Three of these six have 
been assassinated—Lincoln, Garfield 
and McKinley; and the remaining 
three. have died from natural causes. 
These three are, William Henry Har­
rison, Zachary Taylor and Warren G. 
Harding.
The office of President of these 
United States is most certainly a high 
one. It is high both with respect to 
honor and responsibility and in­
creasingly so. In the last century 
and some more than a quarter—the 
life of the Nation—this country has 
expanded by leaps and bounds. Life 
has grown complicated and intensified. 
He who holds the reins of Govern­
ment is truly honored. He who has 
been called by this people to direct 
national affairs is placed under 
burden in the extreme. Having been 
publically selected for such tasks he 
should receive public loyality in the 
extreme. There will be differences 
and divergences of opinion and theory 
but there should be common support 
to the Government as it inheres in a 
person.
President Harding’s death as 
viewed by human sight was untimely. 
He was in the prime of manhood; he 
was experienced in State matters; he 
intellectually grasped national situa­
tions; he spiritually aspired to pro­
mote the Nation’s welfare.
Annual Field Day— Continued
12 pound shot—Clarence Sargent, 
36 feet, 8 inches, jack knife; Forest 
Comber, 31 feet, 3 inches, razor.
Potato race (women)—Mrs. E. 
Earle Brown, flashlight; Dorothy 
Ranney, shears.
50 yard dash (girls under 14)— 
Dorothy Ranney, gold pencil; Beryl 
Bryant, box handkerchiefs.
50 yard dash (boys under 14)— 
Kenneth Sargent, leather belt; El
wood Bryant, cuff links.
Standing broad jump—Clarence 
Sargent, 8 feet, 10 1/2 inches, hunting 
knife; Forest Comber, 8 feet, 914 
inches, razor.
Ball throw (women)—Virginia 
Burr, 150 feet, 3 inches, thermos 
cups; Elizabeth Harkness, 155 feet, 
11 1/2 inches, leather book.
Ball throw (men)—Clarence Sar­
gent, 31 feet, silk socks; Harold 
Casey, 263 feet, baseball.
220 yard dash—Pearle Higgins, oil­
skin coat; Forest Comber, fish reel.
Three legged race—John McVey 
and Forest Comber, razor and knife.
A vote of thanks was given the 
donors of the prizes which were
MacNichol Pays His Baseball Bet at Camp 
Benson.
Education is the apprenticeship of life.—Willmott.
awarded to the successful competit­
ors in the athletic events. These 
donors were the Haynes & Chalmers 
Co., the Adams Dry Goods Co., Rice 
& Miller Co., Snow & Nealley Co., 
Dan T. Sullivan, Miller & Webster 
and T. R. Savage Co.
The committees in charge of the 
occasion were as follows:
Grounds and Banquet, I. W. 
Barker, chairman; D. J. Leen, D. N. 
Cronin. Transportation, R. H. 
Bryant, chairman; H. B. Mower, 
H. C. Willey. Field Sports, C. W. 
Curtis, chairman; William St. J. 
Murray, L. E. Houghton, H. W. 
Wright. Music, H. L. Miller, chair­
man; J. B. Pratt. Printing, E. E. 
Brown, chairman; L. W. O’Connor.
Like all events of its kind, the suc­
cess of such a day depends upon the 
work of those who arrange, plan, and 
conduct the events of the day. Each 
committee did its work with pains­
taking thoroughness. Everything 
went well. Mr. A. B. Chaplin, who 
always is selected to umpire the ball 
game and direct the sporting events, 
kept things moving and the events 
followed one another so that there 
was no loosing of interest by long 
waits.
The menu, which was published in 
the August issue of The Northern, 
was a tempting one, but the good 
things were all there and the smack 
was in everything. The ladies of 
Newport certainly can cook! The 
men of Newport are certainly lucky 
dogs!
One delightful feature of the day 
was the balk game, which was played 
between the shop men and the office 
force. The score was 7 to 6 in favor 
of the shop men. It was a game be­
tween the old timers. They could 
all play ball once, there could be no 
doubt as to that, but most of them, 
if not all, have not played for years. 
The fun was in just playing ball once 
more. And it was fun for the spec­
tators, too. That’s the kind of a ball 
game for Field Day any way!
Everybody was disappointed and 
sorry that Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert could 
not be there.
A Sad Drowning Accident
On July 10th, Mr. J. T. Glavin, who 
was clerking the Kennebec Drive was 
drowned at Rockwood. It was his 
custom to go down the slip at the 
store house wharf to wash his hands. 
On this day the walk was wet and 
slippery. Probably because of this 
condition he was not able to stay 
on the slip. Nobody was in sight at 
the time, but soon the accident was 
discovered. The body was at once 
recovered but life was extinct. Mr. 
Glavin’s watch had been stopped 23 
minutes when the body was found.
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Dam Construction and Driving in Norway 
Norway—A Floating Dam with Vertical Gate Planks at Skein.
sluicing them over dams; although 
labor is cheap in Norway, I do not 
see why this rafting is not very ex­
pensive.
The Norwegian dams are nearly all 
built of stone because they have the 
stone and they do have cement. The 
dams are all built to stay. That is, 
the larger companies have built their 
dams to create reservoirs of water 
and as their timber business is a per­
manent one in each locality they have 
built their dams for permanent use. 
Their dams have several gate systems 
but none have the upright gate 
system which we use. The water is 
wasted over the top instead of from 
the bottom. They use the plank by 
plank plan. There is also the large 
gate and the small gate. The gates 
are very deep, nearly to the bed of 
the river but the foundations of the 
dam are always deep. The spill ways
The greater part of the timber 
floated in Norwegian rivers is in long 
logs. In a good many of the rivers 
it is rafted. When it is boomed in 
long logs and floated it is handled in 
a method similar to our manner of 
driving long logs, except in the case 
of the Weste Egkerte Company, 
where it is sawed at Lillestrom, 
after being handled as long logs to 
that point. This method seems to me 
to be very expensive as these rafts 
must be made by hand in most cases 
and it takes a great deal of labor to 
pull the logs from the river and put 
them in these rafts. In one place I 
saw an electric power arrangement 
to do this work.
Upon rivers tributory to large lakes 
the driving is like our long log drives. 
Beyond the lakes it seems to me that 
more logs are rafted and I do not 
see how this method is as good as 
driving the logs with booms and Norway—River Abutments and Pulpwood Raft in Dolen River.
Norway—DOLEN RIVER.
are usually about 100 feet below the 
dam.
SWEDEN
The water of the Dal river are 
very slow moving in many places and 
often times there is not enough cur­
rent to pull the logs along. The con­
dition is similar to that in some of 
our lakes. The Bergslaget have a 
good system of booming. No large 
tow boats are used, instead the booms 
are towed by winding up a cable. A 
light boat, having a cable attached to 
the boom from the stern, is drawn 
forward by a cable attached to an 
anchor out ahead of teh boat at 
one end and the other end being 
wound over a drum mounted on the 
bow of the boat. In this way the 
movement of the boat does not depend 
upon a great power transmitted to 
the water but upon a small amount 
of power applied at the drum head. 
Upon the Dal river the Bergslaget
The smallest errors are always the best.—Moleire.
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have several small tug boats of this 
nature with 15 H. P. steam driven 
engines. These boats have a drum
which is capable of winding up a 
three-fourths inch wire cable 3,500 
feet in length. By this arrangement
Sweden—A BERGSLAGET DAM AND POWER HOUSE (22,000 H. P.) 
This shows the type of construction of all dams—rock not cement. Note the gate system, 
operated by electricity through big chains.
Norway—Pine Saw Logs on the Dolen River.
Norway—Saw Log Raft at Skein.
a boom containing 30,000 saw logs and 
pulp sticks towed. The anchor places 
are distributed, and after the cable 
is wound up, the tug goes ahead and 
attaches to another anchor, runs 
back to the boom and then starts 
winding up again. Two men do it 
all. The anchors are floating so the 
boom can be pulled over them as it 
moves along. It is said that electric 
winches are used for winding up 
booms sometimes, however. The 
Bergslaget claim that this method is 
cheaper. Hardwood is driven upon 
the Dal river by wiring one piece of 
hardwood to about five pieces of soft-
wood, about 15% to 20% hardwood 
with 80% to 85% softwood wired to­
gether can be floated with a very 
small percentage of loss. When this 
is done it is usually for floating tops 
for distilling purposes.
Because of the fact that a great 
deal of timber is located near the Dal 
river and because a large quantity 
of timber is landed directly upon the 
river there are not many dams upon 
small streams or many abutments. 
The small dams were usually made of 
stone as shown in the Norwegian 
dams. Likewise all the abutments 
were made of stone. It seemed to me 
Bergslaget had covered everything 
quite well and had done everything 
upon the rivers, streams, and lakes 
necessary to the floating of their logs.
Another thing that interferes with 
the building of dams upon the float­
ing waters is that the Bergslaget logs 
are driven with those of many other 
owners and many of these owners are 
not willing to stand the expense of 
dam building.
Norway—View of the Canal Locks on the 
Dolen River to Bandak Lake. These locks 
were built by the government, but are used 
by the timber companies.
No fool can be silent at a feast.—Salon.
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Norway—Floating Dam in Nordmarken Forest. Note waterways at extreme left.
PAUL KING
I’ve been readin’ Rudyard Kipling,
An’ as I set here a’whittling
Being sort of nervous, I make the 
shavings fly,
’Pears like Rud was stuck on Gunga 
Din.
But when compared to our Paul King 
We can beat him to a frazzle,
An’ I’ll tell you why.
OUR WEST BRANCH GUNGA DIN
His hide’s well steeped with jakey,
And he’s getting kind o’shaky.
And when half stewed, t’would do you 
good
To hear him sing.
For he chaws, and he’s a smoker
And a regular herring choker
He’s a Lilly Piccadilly.
Sure t’ing!
He’s a Hoochy Koochy dancer
And an Alcholic dancer.
He can hand it to Jack Dempsey in 
the ring.
He can set upon his heels
And eat a rudd or eels
No matter how he feels.
Sure t’ing !
He’s worked with John Saroosh 
’Twixt here and old Pugmoosh.
He can split your bean wide open with 
a shout.
It’s always early in the morning
Long before the day is dawning
When that old Dungarven yells 
R-o-1-1 out!
Sure t’ing ! (Go slow Paul King)
When they were all tearing out
Some Timber beast would shout
Hurry up and bring the water, Gunga 
Din.
There’s every kind of shout
As Paul King flies all about.
Paul King. Sure t’ing!
Calling Paul, Paul, Paul, Paul King 
Get a move on, you lazy thing
And turn me out some tea, old Gunga 
Din.
Dump some beans into this plate
So my crew won’t have to wait
Come liven up your gait.
Sure t’ing !
I couldn’t help admiring him
After all we’d said and done.
He was all smoked up and greasy 
From his boot taps to his head.
I thought of the times he’d watered 
us
From that rusty pail of tin.
Rud’d Hindu slave would never crave 
This job of our Paul King.
For he’s dried out our socks
And hung up our frocks
And he’s kept the spreads dry under 
cover
And he did all he could
Besides chopping the wood
He was the best wangan man on the 
river.
Sure t’ing !
I have beaned you and I have flayed 
you
Held you up and delayed you
Robert James, son of Ralph James of 
Rockwood—2 years.
For nothing more than just
To hear you sing.
By the living God that made you 
It’s a wonder someone hasn’t slayed
you
You are a better man than I am
Paul King ! Sure t’ing !
Composed and written by 
Bill Moriarty.
CLIMBING CROCODILES
“Your honor, I was not intoxi
cated.”
“But this officer says you were try­
ing to climb a lamp-post.”
“I was, your Honor. A couple of 
crocodiles had been following me 
around, and I don’t mind telling you 
they were getting on my nerves.”
For every moment wasted today 
there will be moments empty of 
progress tomorrow.
THE FIRST KISS
She (after the stolen kiss) : “How 
dare you! Father said he would kill 
the first man who kissed me.”
He (cooly) : “How interesting! 
And did he?”
Our enemies are our outward consciences.—Longfellow.
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Charles Ambrose is out on his 
vacation.
John H. McVey is touring Maine 
in his new Dodge.
M. E. LePage is spending his vaca­
tion at Long Pond.
W. I. Woodside just got back from 
his annual two weeks rest.
George Goodchild is spending his 
vacation at Bridgeport, Ct.
H. C. Willey started out Saturday, 
Aug. 11 on his annual two weeks.
Irvine Billings has returned from 
his vacation spent at East Edding­
ton.
Leslie Bradley is out for a week 
of his vacation. The other week he 
will use later. No one seems to know 
where he has gone.
Bangor office was closed Friday, 
Aug. 10 all day, out of respect for 
our late President, Warren Gamaliel 
Harding.
H. C. Glass, formerly with the 
Accounting Dept., afterwards with 
the Woods Clerical force, has accepted 
the position of advertising manager 
with the Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co. 
of Bangor.




“She said 'No.’ ”—Gar­
goyle.
Cynthia—I hear you are painting 
a Madonna. Going in for religious 
art?
Artist—No; it’s a prima donna.— 
Judge.
Tom—Harry ate something that 
poisoned him.
Dick—Croquette.
Tom—Not yet; but he’s very ill.— 
Texas Scalper.
First Simple Nimrod—Hey, don’t 
shoot. Your gun isn’t loaded.
His Partner—Can’t help that; the 
bird won’t wait.—Toledo Blade.
Man—Where are you going to at­
tend school this fall? At the uni­
versity?
Maid—No. I’m tired of dancing. 
—Kansas Ag. Brown Bull.
Navajo Squaw—Say! We’re very 
near out of Navajo blankets.
Chief—That’s all right. I’ve wired 
factory in New Jersey for a gross. 
—Life.
Professor (very near-sighted)— 
Hullo, Jones! You look like some 
one else.
James—I am. This isn’t Jones.— 
Pitt Panther.
Diner—I have eaten much better 
steaks than this one.
Waiter (through force of habit)— 
Not here, sir, not here.—American 
Legion Weekly.
Aberdenian—Hoo did I like Lon­
don? Grand! Yon’s the place for me. 
Every time ye go into a restaurant ye 
find tuppence under yer plate!—Lon­
don Daily News.
Financier—I haven’t any more 
change now, waiter; I’ll give you your 
tip tomorrow.
Waiter—Sorry, sir, but I’m afraid 
I am not in a position to give credit. 
—London Passing Show.
An optimist is one who hops out of 
bed on a cold morning, saying: “Well, 
old bed, I’ll be back to you in seven­
teen hours.” The pessimist hops in 
bed, saying: “Gee, up again in seven 
hours!”—Mass. Tech, Voo Doo.
“The Spaniard gets little amuse­
ment from hearing his language 
spoken by foreigners,” says an even­
ing paper. Unlike the Scotchman, 
who loves to hear you pronounce 
Auchtermuchty, or Ardnamurchan.— 
London Humorist
Famous Novelist—Doubtless the 
sea is a hard life, but it has its 
compensation. A sunset like this, for 
example.
Bo’sun—That sunset, sir, means a 
gale tonight that won’t half give 
you something to write about.— 
Punch.
Squire’s Daughter (after reading 
letter from cottager’s son)—And 
what will you do with the striped 
kimono your son says he’s sending 
home?
Rustic Mother—You may well ask, 
missie. I suppose I’ll have to put it 
in one of the pig-sties; but what I’m 
going to feed it on, goodness only 
knows.—Punch.
“My husband keeps coming home 
earlier every evening.”
“What is the secret of it?”
“I dress up evening, and am always 
taking off my coat and hat when he 
comes in, just as if I had been out. 
He is trying to get home before I 
do, so he can kick about my staying 
out late.”—Judge.
The Guest—What’s the big idea? 
All the men in your country club 
seem to have taken to chewing tobacco 
and growing whiskers.
The Member—Well, you see, all the 
women smoke, cut their hair, swear 
and wear knickerbockers and we men 
have to have some distinguishing 
marks.—Judge.
At a Christmas dinner in Washing­
ton a well known professor was called 
upon to speak. In introducing him 
the host said to the guests: “You have 
been giving your attention so far to a 
turkey stuffed with sage. You are 
now about to give your attention to 
a sage stuffed with turkey.”—Boston 
Transcript.
“Did you inform father you intend 
to marry me?” asked the girl with 
fluffy hair.
“Yes,” answered the young man 
with large eyeglasses. “All he said 
was that he wasn’t very well ac­
quainted with me and he didn’t see 
why I should tell him my troubles.” 
—Washington Star.
Mistress—Mary, what a kitchen! 
Every pot, pan, and dish is soiled; 
the table looks like the day after a 
cyclone! What have you been doing?
Mary—Well, ma’am, blessed if it 
be my fault. The young ladies has 
just been showing me how they bile 
a pertater at their cooking school.— 
Pearson’s Weekly.
“Education is a great thing,” said 
Bingston. “There’s Ballington, grad­
uated in social welfare at Yale, and 
now he’s head of the biggest prison 
in the country.”
“Right,” said Kingsley, “and one of 
his ten-year tenants is a classmate 
who won all the medals for hand­
writing and took up forgery.”— 
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
“Friend,’ said Cactus Joe to the 
stranger in Crimson Gulch, “you have 
held four of a kind three times, a 
royal flush twice, an’ several ace 
fulls.”
“Lucky, I calls it.”
“You’re luckier than you think. The 
Envy is a kind of praise.—Gay.
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boys here is willin’ to let you go your 
way intact provided you start im­
mediately. There won’t be any gun 
play unless you linger. The big luck 
fur you is the fact that you happened 
to pick 'Safety First’ week for your 
performance at this here card table.” 
—Washington Star.
A young man with a pretty but 
notoriously flirtatious fiancee wrote to 
a supposed rival, “I’ve been told that 
you have been seen kissing my girl. 
Come to my office at 11 on Friday. I 
want to have this matter out.”
The rival answered, “I’ve received 
a copy of your circular letter and will 
be present at the meeting.”
According to an alleged interview 
with Will Hays on the part of a New 
York reporter, all movie stars are not 
like Sallie Green. Sallie, after hit­
ting the pipe for an hour or so, visited 
a Chinese restaurant and ordered 
noodles. But she had difficulty eat­
ing her order, and finally complained 
to the waiter. “Try ’em with your 
veil off,” he suggested.
The recent death of the Siamese 
twins, Josefa and Rosa Blazdek, re­
calls a story about the original 
Siamese twins, Chang and Eng, who 
were joined together at the hips. It 
is said that when the absent-minded 
Duke of St. Albans went to see them 
he bent a distrait look upon them for 
a few seconds and then perfunctorily 
asked the attendant, “Are they 
brothers?”
“This woman is the most awful 
actress I ever saw,” said the mild- 
manned man to his neighbor.
“That lady is my wife,” replied the 
neighbor.
“I am wrong,” said the m. m. m.; 
“she is a good actress struggling with 
a rotten play. I wonder what fool 
wrote it.”
“Unfortunately, I am the author,” 
said the neighbor simply.—Columbia 
Jester.
Hostess— Such a charming book! 
characters so exquisitely drawn; the 
psychology of the heroine simply de­
licious, and there’s a philosophy 
runnin’ through it, a wonderful reve­
lation of the human soul.
Friend—When did you read it?
Hostess—Oh, I haven’t read it yet, 
but I’ve read every review of it.— 
London Opinion.
Secretary Hoover said in an ad­
dress in behalf of Russia’s famine 
victims: “Give till it hurts. Don’t be 
like the audience of a poor chap 
whom I once heard in London, orating 
at the Aarble Arch. This poor fel­
low got a boy to take up a collection 
for him at the end of the oration, and 
when the collection was over he said:
‘Well, I ’ave got me ’at back, any
’ow.’ ”
There was some complaint during 
the war that the professional West 
Point soldiers had a monopoly on the 
safe soft jobs. Apropos, a West 
Pointer, resident in Philadelphia, who 
has the rank of captain, said to his 
colored boy the other day, “Well, 
Jake, it looks as if we might have 
another war soon. What will you do 
when hostilities break out?”
“Ah guess Ah’ll stay right here at 
home wid you, suh.”
General Gregory Semenoff, the 
Cossack leader, said in New York the 
other day: “The cruel selfishness of 
the bolsheviks reminds me of a story. 
A lady and gentleman were out walk­
ing. The gentleman pointed to a 
beautiful bird on a balcony. ‘What a 
pity to keep such a splendid bird 
caged up on a balcony.’ ‘Yes,’ said 
the lady warmly. ‘Wouldn’t the dear 
little thing look just sweet on my 
hat?’ ”
A well known misanthrope was 
talking on his favorite theme—women. 
“Women never enjoy the profound 
friendships that are common among 
men. Male savages swear blood 
brotherhood, but blood sisterhood is 
unheard of.” To illustrate his point 
he added, “Two women met on Grant 
avenue the other day. ‘Come, let’s 
lunch together,’ said the first woman 
affectionately. ‘A friendship lunch, 
you know!’ ‘What’s a friendship 
lunch?’ the second woman asked. 
‘Why, don’t you know? I pay for 
yours and you pay for mine!”’
FOOD SHADES IN DRESS
Even daytime colors are less sober 
than they have been in many years, 
says the Delineator. All the shades 
of brown, including tobacco, fur, 
spice, cocoa, cinnamon and caramel, 
are worn and are frequently em­
broidered with tinsel thread in gold 
or copper. Green and the lighter 
beige shades are embroidered in the 
vivid Russian colors and dark blue is 
frequently beaded with a combination 
of steel or silver with rose-red. Half 
a dozen shades of rose, violet, apple-
green, etc., will be used for the tiny 
flowers of a belt on a dress of black 
or navy blue.
The latest craze of Chicago beauties 
is to have a Chinese manicure to 
paint tiny landscapes and portraits on 
their finger-nails.
Landon Ronald, the song writer, 
tells a story typical of Sir Herbert 
Tree’s spontaneous repartee. After 
a supper party given by Tree for 
Signor Grassi, the latter began to kiss 
every one on both cheeks. Tree, 
horrified, kept away from Grassi, but 
was fated not to escape, for, says 
Landon, “After some difficulty a 
hansom cab was obtained for the pur­
pose of taking Grassi home, and Tree 
was waiting to help him in, when, 
without the slightest warning, he 
flung both arms round Tree and 
kissed him fervently on both cheeks. 
Tree’s expression was a study. He 
succeeded in controlling his feelings, 
however, and asked his guest politely 
and frigidly where he lived, so that 
he might direct the cabman. This 
seemed to puzzle Grassi. As a matter 
of fact, it leaked out afterwards that 
he was staying in some very shabby 
apartments in a very shabby street 
in Soho with a Sicilian ice cream 
merchant—a friend of his youth. 
After some hesitation Grassi replied, 
‘If you pleece, ask him to take me 
Garrick Teatro.’ Tree, addressing 
the cabman, said, ‘Take this gentle­
man to the Garrick Theatre.’ The 
cabman looked down scornfully, and 
asked, ‘What the blankety blank does 
’e want to go to the Garrick Theatre 
for at this time o’ night? ‘I don’t 
know,’ was Tree’s quick rejoinder, 
‘but I think he has forgotten to kiss 
the fireman.’ ”
THE OLD SETTLER REPORTS
When I came West in Nineteen-Two 
(A parlous time ago!)
The cowboys were a dingy crew, 
Their taste in dress was low.
But now, my dear, you’d simply love 
them!
They’ve learned what is expected of 
them.
When I came West in Nineteen-Two 
(An age remote and dim)
The only Indian I knew
Was known as Dirty Jim.
Now he is Chief Ten-Dogs-Who-Bark, 
And runs a “tribe” in Glacier Park.
When I came West in Nineteen-Two
No neighbor far or near
Had ever seen a buckaroo
Caress a longhorn steer;
But now the neighbors, one and all, 
Attend our Round-up every fall.
The West has changed since Nineteen- 
Two,
It’s wilder now by far;
And let us give the films their due—
They’ve made us what we are. 
Observe how Nature copies Art— 
The West has learned to dress the 
part.
—S. K. in Life.
It is said of Charles Fox, the Eng­
lish statesman who was an orator at 
twenty, that he threw himself into 
the middle of his sentences and left it 
to God Almighty to get him out again. 
He used to say that he never could 
understand what consols were, that he 
knew they were something that went 
up and down in the city, and that he 
was always glad when they went 
down, it so annoyed Pitt.
Abuse is the weapon of the vulgar.—Goodrich.
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MODERN DAIRY BARNS
By W. G. KAISER
Agricultural Engineer
FROM the very fact that milk is used  as a human food it is essential to  exercise the greatest care to keep it clean 
 and wholesome. Milk is a product that 
 absorbs disagreeable odors very quickly 
 and if left stand in a stable where bad 
 odors are present it will in a surprisingly 
 short time be contaminated. 
The floor plan shown above was prepared by the American Society 
of Agricultural Engineers after a study of several thousand plans. 
Whether the cows face in or out is largely a matter of personal perfer
ence. Here they face in.
Below is shown the cross-section of a well-designed dairy barn, showing 
the plan and dimensions of the concrete floors, mangers and gutters.
in many sections of this country for dairy 
barn floors. Plank floors with cracks 
full of filth are being taken up and a 
permanent concrete floor put in their 
place. This work can be done at any 
season of the year when there is time to 
do the work. The floor can be laid in 
winter if the interior of the barn can be
dairy barn layouts which they furnish 
free to farmers. Many barn equipment 
manufacturers also furnish this informa
tion without charge. I
The first step in the construction of a 
dairy barn floor is to clear out rubbish 
and bring the area to proper level. All 
holes should be filled and if there are any 
soft spots these should be tamped solid. 
The manger curb is usually built first 
and it is very important to do this job 
right so that steel stanchions will fit. 
The curb should be 5 or 6 inches thick 
and project about 6 inches above top of 
floor level when finished. For the curb 
a 1:2:3 mixture is recommended. This 
means that each sack of cement will be 
mixed with 2 cubic feet of dean sand j
and 3 cubic feet of pebbles or crushed 
rock. Sand should all pass through a 
screen with quarter inch mesh. Stone
should be clean, rough and vary in size 
from one quarter inch up to 1 1/2 inches. 
Concrete must be placed in form im­
mediately after mixed and should be 
tamped or spaded to make sure that all 
holes are completely filled.
The stall platform is usually built next 
and it is very similar to building a side- 
walk. A 1:2:3 concrete mixture is used. 
The full thickness of the floor is placed 
at one time. This is known as one-course 
construction and is generally more satis­
factory than two-course work. A wood 
float should be used for finishing. It 
will produce a smooth surface yet leave 
it just gritty enough so that it will not 
get slippery. Do not use a steel trowel 
as it is likely to give a surface that will 
become slippery which is very objection- 
able in a dairy barn. 
The concrete manger can be placed at 
about the same time as the stall platform 
using the same mixture of concrete. A 
steel trowel is used for finishing manger 
so as to get a smooth surface for the
“The old filthy plank floored, poorly 
lighted, ill ventilated barn is the har­
binger of disease, especially tuberculosis,” 
says W. B. Barney, State Dairy and Food 
Commissioner of Iowa, in a recent report 
to the Governor of that state. If all 
ordinances on floor construction were 
summed up in a single sentence they 
would read about as follows: “No build 
ing shall be used for stabling cows which 
is not provided with an easily cleaned, 
impervious floor.” The dairyman must 
be constantly at war with filth. 
cows must be kept
„ ________ The
ept clean, the utensils 
in which milk is kept 
must be 
and the 
be clean. An easily 
cleaned 
floor in 
bam is very neces
sary. Concrete is used
impervious 
the dairy
animals to eat from. The litter and feed 
alleys are easily constructed after mangers 
and stalls are finished. From 10 days 
to 2 weeks should be allowed for con
crete to harden before floor is put into 
use.
kept clean 
barn must kept above freezing for four or five days 
until concrete has hardened.
A good plan is necessary so as to 
avoid costly mistakes. Once concrete 
has hardened it is difficult to remove. 
Most agricultural colleges have suggested
The weak resort to cowardice.—Colton.
